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Abstract. Training Deep Learning (DL) models require adjusting a series of hyperparameters. Although there are several tools to automatically choose the best hyperparameter configuration, the user is still the main actor to take the final decision. To decide whether the training should continue or try different configurations, the user needs to analyze online the hyperparameters most adequate to the training dataset, observing metrics such as accuracy and loss values. Provenance naturally represents data derivation relationships (i.e., transformations, parameter values, etc.), which provide important support in this data analysis. Most of the existing provenance solutions define their own and proprietary data representations to support DL users in choosing the best hyperparameter configuration, which makes data analysis and interoperability difficult. We present Keras-Prov and its extension, named Keras-Prov++, which provides an analytical dashboard to support online hyperparameter fine-tuning. Different from the current mainstream solutions, Keras-Prov automatically captures the provenance data of DL applications using the W3C PROV recommendation, allowing for hyperparameter online analysis to help the user deciding on changing hyperparameters’ values after observing the performance of the models on a validation set. We provide an experimental evaluation of Keras-Prov++ using AlexNet and a real case study, named DenseED, that acts as a surrogate model for solving equations. During the online analysis, the users identify scenarios that suggest reducing the number of epochs to avoid unnecessary executions and fine-tuning the learning rate to improve the model accuracy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.2.1 [Database Management]: Logical Design; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval

Keywords: Deep Learning, Provenance, Hyperparameter tuning

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, in the Deep Learning (DL) domain, Convolutional Neural Networks [Matsugu et al. 2003] (henceforth named only as CNNs) have presented an outstanding performance for several applications and scenarios (e.g., visual computing [Liu et al. 2021; Guérin et al. 2021], natural language processing [Ren et al. 2020; Agrawal and Urolagin 2020], finances [Özbayoglu et al. 2020], bioinformatics [de Oliveira et al. 2020], game development [Goulart et al. 2019], engineering [Yang et al. 2021], etc.). This performance is due to new architectures, new training procedures of neural networks, and advances in hardware, especially the general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) [Valero 2016], which demonstrated to be a suitable environment for training CNNs. To develop applications based on CNNs, users commonly gather data, annotate these data, train a model with the data, and evaluate this model in a cycle as represented in Fig. 1. Depending on the results of the evaluation, the model is retrained (revised, by varying hyperparameters), or the data has to be revised. To move from one cycle step to another, the user evaluates intermediate data and log data generated by each step. At a large scale, after many cycles, it becomes difficult to browse and analyze data from all the steps with different file formats and representations, as shown in Fig. 1a. To analyze data, programs must be written to relate these different files. Recent approaches use a provenance
database to integrate data from these cycle steps and improve data analyses and decisions (Fig. 1b). In fact, according to [Fekry et al. 2020], this cycle is being adopted as a new development paradigm in many domains.

The performance of a CNN depends on the input dataset and the choice of a set of hyperparameters (a type of parameter that one can use to influence the learning process). However, the user cannot adjust the input dataset in most cases, so the only “control” the user has to improve the quality of the trained model is the proper choice of hyperparameter values. Several hyperparameters need to be set when a user develops a CNN-based application. Examples of commonly effective hyperparameters include the learning rate ($\alpha$ - scales the magnitude of the weights update), batch size (defines the number of subsamples given to the network at each iteration), number of epochs (defines the number of times the training data is provided to the network during the training process), momentum ($\beta$ - defines the direction of the next step considering previous knowledge), and dropout rate (defines the number of units that are temporarily removed during a training step to avoid overfitting). Choosing the proper values for these hyperparameters is a top priority, yet far from trivial. The reason CNNs are difficult to configure is that several hyperparameters need to be set with a large range of possible values for each one of them and CNNs are particularly sensitive to hyperparameter settings [Hoos and Leyton-Brown 2014]. Besides, several models require a non-negligible amount of time to be trained and a poor hyperparameter configuration can lead to undesired results and time wasted.

In the worst case, when the user does not have any preference over a subset of the hyperparameters, the model should be trained for a large combination of hyperparameter values. Each combination must be registered for future analysis. Experiment tracking tools such as Weights & Biases [Biewald 2020] may help in recording and visualizing the experiment tries. However, exploring and choosing the hyperparameters’ values remain a non-trivial exploration process, due to the large search space. There are a plethora of available methods to set hyperparameters for a CNN, e.g., manual search, Grid Search, Cloud Auto ML\textsuperscript{1}, and Bayesian Optimization [Badan and Sekanina 2019]. Such methods are implemented in well-known frameworks such as scikit-learn\textsuperscript{2}. Let us take as an example the Grid Search method [Liashchynskyi and Liashchynskyi 2019]. Grid Search generates the model and evaluates it for a specific combination of hyperparameters. It repeats the process for a pre-defined set of hyperparameter combinations. In the end, the combination of hyperparameters values that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1}https://cloud.google.com/automl
  \item \textsuperscript{2}https://scikit-learn.org/
\end{itemize}
produced the best score (e.g., accuracy) is chosen.

These methods represent a step forward, but they lack support for user participation [Chevalier-Boisvert et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019]. Often, based on data analysis, users gain insights that allow reducing the hyperparameter search space. Solutions that present some user support to evaluate which hyperparameter values led to which results adopt a proprietary data representation [Schelter et al. 2017; Tsay et al. 2018]. These proprietary representations of the data derivation path make exploratory data analysis difficult. Thus, the results of the training process on different tools require additional analysis and implementation to be further compared, as there is no uniform way to represent the choice of hyperparameters that leads to the best model. Furthermore, it is not trivial to verify if two models have been trained with the same hyperparameter values.

One possible alternative to this problem is to represent the hyperparameters’ configuration derivations using provenance data. In this case, one can use recommendations such as W3C PROV [Moreau and Groth 2013], which represent provenance data and aim at fostering interoperability. Representing the metadata associated with the training process of a CNN in a provenance repository simplifies associating hyperparameter values and input data with the trained models. Additionally, by leveraging the provenance data, one can improve both hyperparameter tuning and online data analysis. Also, the evaluation of the various hyperparameters requires the relationship between several types of data (e.g., domain-specific data, metrics such as accuracy, metadata from the computational environment used for CNN training [Zaharia et al. 2018]). Correlating hyperparameters and the results is an analysis-intensive task, that requires user expertise and data from several training runs. In addition, queries for evaluating hyperparameter values consumed during the training of a CNN resemble the typical provenance queries already found in different systems [Silva et al. 2018; Silva et al. 2020; Godoy et al. 2020].

In a previous work [Pina et al. 2019], we presented CNNProv, an approach for automatic capture of provenance from CNN applications, based on DiAnalyzer [Silva et al. 2020]. We specialized CNNProv into Keras-Prov [Pina et al. 2020] using the Python DL API Keras3. Keras-Prov avoids code annotations from the user, as required in CNNProv, and automatically captures typical hyperparameter values from Keras. Like CNNProv, Keras-Prov keeps compliance to W3C PROV, which eases interoperability. Keras-Prov tracks data transformations and datasets related to CNN training hyperparameters and metrics automatically. Provenance data and user adaptations in configurations are stored in a database that allows for submitting queries during the training. Although Keras-Prov represents a step forward, it lacks relevant features for supporting online provenance analysis.

In this paper, we extend Keras-Prov into Keras-Prov++, to improve online analysis and fine-tuning. Keras-Prov++ provides an analytical dashboard to support users in examining the CNN training online. This visual representation complements database queries by showing the behavior of hyperparameters with the corresponding metrics evolving with epochs. It helps to identify the relationship between a specifically chosen hyperparameter with accuracy and loss, improving the online fine-tuning. This paper goes deeper in presenting Keras-Prov [Pina et al. 2020], including a broader discussion on related work with background details, and introducing Keras-Prov++ with its added visual support for hyperparameter analysis.

In addition to using the well-known CNN AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al. 2017] case study with Keras-Prov++, this paper explores a dense CNN surrogate model in a real scientific application called DenseED [Freitas et al. 2021]. These case studies show how Keras-Prov++ provides new insights into hyperparameter tuning and evidences the relationship of hyperparameter values with metrics such as accuracy. The experiments show how user adaptivity can reduce the number of epochs previously set and consequently the overall training time. This work contributes to a W3C PROV provenance-based architecture that can benefit from several visual data analysis tools. The architecture is designed to

3https://keras.io/
work with the DL framework chosen by the user, in this case, Keras.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background on hyperparameters, Section 3 introduces the proposed approach. Section 4 details the case studies, and the experimental evaluation. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. THE ROLE OF HYPERPARAMETERS IN DEEP LEARNING

The popularity of DL and CNNs has increased at a fast pace over the last ten years [Li et al. 2020]. According to [LeCun et al. 2015], DL methods aim at learning representations from input raw data and using such representations to automatically learn how to solve a task. The representations are obtained through the composition of non-linear functions that transform the representation at each level, starting with the raw input at the lower level to a higher and slightly more abstract level.

Hyperparameters are key components in DL since choosing their values properly may strongly influence the quality of the outcome of an algorithm. According to [Bengio 2012], a hyperparameter is defined as “a variable to be defined before the actual application of a given learning algorithm to the data, being that variable not directly selected by the learning algorithm itself”. Tuning hyperparameters in DL is particularly challenging since the usual trial-and-error process of experimenting on them is much more expensive in complex and highly dependent models such as deep CNNs [Hoos and Leyton-Brown 2014].

Algorithms for training deep models include a plethora of hyperparameters, such as the number of epochs, optimizers, momentum, learning rate, etc. Following, we briefly explain some of the most common hyperparameters. The number of epochs hyperparameter defines how many times an entire dataset is passed forward and backward through the network. When this hyperparameter value increases, the number of times the weights in a network are adjusted also increases and the tendency is that the curve goes from underfitting to optimal. One has to be careful to not pass through the optimal point and reach overfitting when the number of epochs is larger than required. The batch size is the number of examples that are presented to the network during the training. Properly defining the batch size may be a hardware requirement due to the size of the GPU’s memory but can also lead to better generalization. The learning rate hyperparameter controls how quickly or slowly the neural network weights are adjusted. The optimizer hyperparameter defines the algorithm or method used to adjust the weights of the network, for example, by computing adaptive learning rates for each parameter [Ioffe and Szegedy 2015]. The output of a loss function works as a guide to optimizers for them to update the parameters of the model. There are several available optimizers. Following, we provide some details about the optimizers available in Keras:

— **SGD** (Stochastic Gradient Descent) is an extension of the gradient descent algorithm that is less expensive computationally. Thus, while gradient descent needs to load an entire dataset of n-points to compute the derivative, SGD computes derivatives for each point;

— **RMSprop** (Root Mean Square Propagation) maintains a moving (discounted) average of the square of gradients and divides the gradient by the root of this average. This optimizer uses plain momentum;

— **Adagrad** adaptively scales the learning rate for each parameter during the training, those updates are relative to the frequency of updates a parameter receives [Duchi et al. 2011];

— **Adadelta** is an extension of Adagrad that allows for a per-dimension learning rate method for SGD. Its main advantage is that it does not require setting a default learning rate method [Zeiler 2012];

— **Adam** [Kingma and Ba 2014] is a stochastic gradient descent method that is based on the adaptive estimation of first-order and second-order moments. Adam requires less memory and is well suited for problems that are large in terms of data and/or parameters;
Adamax is a variant of Adam, based on infinity norm [Kingma and Ba 2014];
NAdam is the optimizer Adam with Nesterov momentum [Dozat 2016]. NAG (Nesterov adaptive gradient) is superior to traditional momentum. So, NAdam is the NAG incorporated to Adam.

A hyperparameter that is often used with some optimizers is Momentum. Momentum is an optimization technique that instead of using only the gradient of the current step to guide the search, like in SGD, it also accumulates the gradient of the past steps to determine the direction to go [Ruder 2016], i.e., it replaces the gradient with a momentum which is the aggregation of gradients. This hyperparameter aims at speeding up learning and avoiding getting stuck in local minima. In addition to the common hyperparameters, the user might set custom hyperparameters according to the network architecture like the number of layers of a specific block, or custom metrics such as loss function with multiple coefficients.

3. AN INTRODUCTION TO KERAS-PROV++

This section presents Keras-Prov++ showing its architecture in section 3.1, and how to use it in section 3.2.

Keras is an API for the well-known and popular TensorFlow library. Keras-Prov++ is a library with a Python interface to provide provenance data to Keras DL applications. The idea behind Keras-Prov++ architecture is to maintain the original Keras core (with its multiple layers) while registering online the values of hyperparameters and their relationships as provenance data. Keras-Prov++ components’ architecture acts as provenance plugins to the software that executes the DL, in this case, Keras API. In this approach, the user can continue using Keras without having to run the neural network training under a portal or tool. Keras-Prov++ has a lightweight provenance capture and storage with a negligible computational overhead to the DL execution.

3.1 Keras-Prov++ architecture

The architecture of Keras-Prov++ is shown in Fig. 2 with its three main layers: (i) Training Layer, (ii) Data Layer, and (iii) Analysis Layer.

The Training Layer is where Keras core executes and interacts with libraries such as TensorFlow. It is important to note that the original Keras functionalities are not modified. Keras-Prov encapsulates Keras Core so that a component named Provenance Extractor can have access to the hyperparameter values to capture them. To provide extensibility, a class called Provenance is added to Keras, containing methods that capture data transformations of the DL application. Keras has a class called Model and in this class, a method to capture provenance data was added. This method expects a variable named dataflow_tag to identify the dataflow (data transformations), and the list of hyperparameters to be captured. If there is an adaptation of the hyperparameters during the training (e.g., update in the learning rate), Keras-Prov uses Keras methods such as LearningRateScheduler and ReduceLROnPlateau to register the tuning in the provenance database. Then, as Keras executes, Keras-Prov automatically identifies the data transformations in the DL application, the hyperparameters of interest, and the values used in each training to be captured. Provenance Extractor interacts with Keras methods to capture these data and to send them asynchronously to the Data Layer to manage provenance data. Data Layer is prepared to be executed in a different computer node to manage provenance data without competing with the DL execution resources. The Analysis Layer of Keras-Prov aims at producing provenance graphs in different representations.

The Data Layer is the main component of Keras-Prov. It receives provenance data and uses a DBMS to store it. We chose to use MonetDB, a columnar DBMS, to manage provenance data due

---

3www.tensorflow.org
to its efficiency in analytical queries and data ingestion. MonetDB has also scientific data support with plugins for the R library. By choosing a relational DBMS like MonetDB, visualization tools and Python plugins are available to be incorporated by the Analysis Layer. The database schema follows DfAnalyzer’s PROV-Df representation [Silva et al. 2016], with extensions to model CNN metadata and hyperparameters [Pina et al. 2021]. This relational database schema corresponds to the W3C PROV prospective provenance representation, as shown in Fig. 3. Provenance data received at the Data Layer is structured according to this database schema and ingested in the provenance database to provide the corresponding retrospective provenance.

Fig. 3 follows W3C PROV-N notation that is based on three core concepts of Entity, Activity, and Agent. An entity is a physical, digital, or conceptual representation of a thing. In the context of this paper, an example of an entity may be data in a file, entities are represented as yellow ellipses. Activities are actions (processes) that occur in a specific period and act upon entities. The training process of a CNN may be considered an activity, an activity is represented by a blue rectangle. An agent is a person or software agent that is responsible for performing activities, own an entity, etc. Agents are represented as orange pentagons. This representation follows a graphic notation familiar to W3C PROV users, which facilitates comparison and interoperability.

In Fig. 3 Training, Adaptation and Testing are activities. Training consumes (arrow used) a series of AttributeValues such as the name of the optimizer, the hyperparameters learning rate, number of epochs, and number of layers in the network, and produces (arrow wasGeneratedBy) a set of metrics, such as the accuracy, the value of the loss function, the elapsed time and the date and time of the end of the execution of each epoch. Adaptation consumes (arrow used) the data produced by the previous transformation (Training), and hyperparameter values such as new learning rate and produces (arrow wasGeneratedBy) the value of the epoch and the date and time when the adaptation occurred, in addition to identification for the adaptation. Finally, Testing provides data on the evaluation of the model according to the training dataset and outputs the accuracy and loss function values. Entities represent data related to the training, divided into the classes ds_itrainingmodel, ds_otrainingmodel, ds_iaadaptation, ds_oadaptation, and ds_otestingmodel, which follow the description of the activities previously presented (Training, Adaptation, and Testing).

There are several advantages in choosing W3C PROV. The provenance data captured online can be exported using a W3C PROV-compliant representation, e.g., JSON, as presented in Fig. 4. Keras-Prov++
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Fig. 3: Keras-Prov provenance representation with W3C PROV notation.

Prov++ generates the representation in Fig. 3 using Prov Python\(^5\) and Graphviz\(^6\), and still, validates the W3C PROV compliance using ProvValidator\(^7\).

To empower the Analysis Layer, Keras-Prov++ has a dashboard for analyzing captured provenance data. Four new components were added to Keras-Prov to become the Keras-Prov++ architecture: (i) Provenance Exporter, (ii) pymonet, (iii) ElasticSearch, and (iv) Kibana, as presented in Fig. 2. The Provenance Exporter aims at extracting provenance data from the provenance database and sends it to the pymonet\(^8\). Pymonet ingests data into ElasticSearch periodically during execution. ElasticSearch is a search engine built on top of the Lucene library, it can search several kinds of documents and provides scalable search. Due to the volume of captured provenance data, ElasticSearch is a natural choice for searching data. Then, ElasticSearch is accessed by Kibana to produce the Keras-Prov++ Dashboard. Kibana aims at providing rich visualization capabilities on top of the content indexed on ElasticSearch (i.e., provenance data). Data analysis is not real-time, since ElasticSearch only updates its information within a certain interval, but is fast enough for runtime tuning. Finally, the Provenance Viewer component generates a visual representation of the provenance graph and accesses the provenance database, to simplify the user analysis.

Although similar data is stored in Keras logs, this comparative and visual analysis would become much more labor-intensive requiring preprocessing of logs for ElasticSearch ingestion. Adopting W3C PROV representation, documents like PROV-N can be generated and post-processed by libraries such as Prov Python libraries.

3.2 Keras-Prov++ in action

To use Keras-Prov++ the user needs to download, install and start the library from [https://github.com/hpcdb/keras-prov](https://github.com/hpcdb/keras-prov), DfAnalyzer, MonetDB, ElasticSearch, and Kibana. Once all those compo-

\(^6\)http://www.graphviz.org/
\(^7\)https://openprovenance.org/services/view/validator
\(^8\)https://pypi.org/project/pymonet/
If all the attributes inside the variable `hyps` are set as False, Keras-Prov++ will register the CNN architecture and the adaptation values if this variable is set as True. To access the captured data the user interacts with the Provenance Viewer or, the Keras-Prov++ dashboard, both through a browser.

Behind this hyperparameters setting, Keras-Prov uses the predefined provenance representation, so that provenance data is captured and stored accordingly. Relationships between hyperparameters (e.g., optimizer and learning rate) can be queried as they are ingested in the database. In case the user needs to analyze additional metadata or domain data, one can instrument the code for this purpose. For more information about the instrumentation in Keras-Prov please visit https://github.com/hpcdb/keras-prov.

The user can access the Keras-Prov++ database and make analyses through the Keras-Prov++ Dashboard and the Provenance Viewer, during and after the training execution. The Keras-Prov++ Dashboard is customizable and the user can set which available data to use to generate the charts and also a time interval for ElasticSearch to refresh its information. In addition to monitoring with Kibana, the Provenance Viewer allows the user to query the specifications of dataflows that have already been registered in the database, without having to write SQL. For example, the user can obtain directly the execution time of each epoch, learning rate, with the current accuracy for each epoch, the adaptations applied to the training configuration, and at which point they happened. The Provenance Viewer component uses a graphical interface that presents tables and views (predefined joined tables) as datasets with attributes for the users to define filters and aggregates. It is necessary
hyps = {
    "OPTIMIZER_NAME": True,
    "LEARNING_RATE": True,
    "DECAY": False,
    "MOMENTUM": False,
    "NUM_EPOCHS": True,
    "BATCH_SIZE": False,
    "NUM_LAYERS": True}

model.provenance(
    dataflow_tag="keras-alexnet-df",
    adaptation=True, hyps=hyps)

...  

Fig. 5: A Fragment of Keras-Prov Code

to specify the datasets that will be used in the analysis, the attributes for the projection clause, and the attributes for the selection clause. Then, this component uses these arguments to generate the corresponding SQL query, which is sent to the Data Layer to be executed by MonetDB on the provenance database. In sections 4.2 and 4.3 we show examples of Keras-Prov++ in action.

4. EVALUATING HYPERPARAMETERS USING KERAS-PROV++

This section presents KerasProv++ in action with experiments that show the potential of provenance data in hyperparameter analyses in two DL applications. It is worth mentioning that these analyses were performed online with the user submitting queries to the Keras-Prov++ Dashboard and the Provenance Viewer. During the execution, the provenance database is ingested with provenance data from the training, test, and validation phases, as they evolve.

4.1 Experiment Setup

Our experiments were performed on the Lobo Carneiro computer cluster, also known as LoboC, from the High-Performance Computing Center (NACAD) at COPPE/UFRJ. LoboC is an SGI ICE-X Linux cluster with 504 Intel Xeon E5-2670v3 (Haswell) CPUs, totaling 6,048 processors. The processors feature Hyper-Threading (HT) technology, offering 48 processing threads per node, with 64GB of RAM. Compute nodes are interconnected with InfiniBand FDR–56 Gbs (Hypercube) technology. The cluster runs under a shared disk architecture, with an Intel Luster parallel file system with 500TB storage capacity.

The experiments are done with MonetDB, instantiated in a dedicated computational node to manage the provenance database. Keras-Prov++ receives HTTP requests with data to be stored and then establishes a connection with MonetDB through the JDBC driver to ingest data. The first case study, Alexnet, is executed with two nodes and the second case study, DenseED, used four nodes at LoboC.

4.2 Case Study: Alexnet

AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al. 2012] is a CNN for image classification, with a focus on high-resolution images. AlexNet classifies images into more than 1,000 categories. The network has an image input size of 227 X 227. The architecture of AlexNet consists of eight layers: five convolutional layers and three fully connected layers. In addition, as an activation function, AlexNet uses Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) instead of the Hyperbolic tangent (tanh), which was standard at the time, and this reduced the training time.
In its seminal paper, it is discussed that in the lowest layers of the network, the model learns feature extractors that resembled traditional image processing filters. The layers in the middle can represent larger structures such as eyes or noses and the higher layers can represent entire objects like flowers, people, airplanes, etc. The final hidden layers learn a compact summarized representation of the image content in a way to differ diverse categories. Due to this, AlexNet won the 2012 annual challenge of ImageNet, which is a challenge focused on creating methods and learning architectures for the classification of the ImageNet database [Deng et al. 2009]. Thus, AlexNet is widely recognized as the architecture that popularized CNNs for computer vision.

In the experiments presented in this section, we trained AlexNet using the Oxford flowers [Nilsback and Zisserman 2006] dataset. This dataset contains images of flowers belonging to 17 different categories. The images are acquired by searching the Web. There are 80 images available for each category. All executions were performed with 100 epochs, the optimizers used were SGD, RMSprop, Adam, Adadelta, Adagrad, Adamax, and NAdam, and to evaluate and score each experiment we use accuracy and loss as reference metrics. All other hyperparameters were set with default values.

Several experiments have been conducted with the Oxford dataset to analyze the behavior of different optimizers and learning rates. To analyze each combination, we split the training dataset into 80%/20% to train and validate the dataset. In all experiments, we used the default settings of each optimizer and the size of all images was constant. All data presented in this subsection was captured by Keras-Prov++ and shown with its dashboard.

Figures 6a and 6b show the training accuracy of different executions with AlexNet. In the first execution (Fig. 6a) the user chooses Adam, Adamax, and NAdam optimizers with a learning rate of 0.1. In Fig. 6a, around epoch 30, the accuracy values of the network when using ADAM optimizer are much lower than expected, which suggests further investigation. The user queries the current learning rate value and decides to drop it from 0.1 to 0.05. After this action, the user keeps following the execution through the dashboard. After epoch 40, a comparison between the running optimizers suggests that NAdam’s execution is not worth continuing. At epoch 50, Fig. 6a shows that accuracy is still low for Adam and Adamax, so a new learning rate update is applied by the user, who decides to drop it again from 0.05 to 0.025, without any improvement. Since, by epoch 70, Fig. 6a does not suggest much difference between the training accuracy of Adamax and Adam, the training of the Adamax optimizer is also interrupted by the user. Those actions have an impact on energy and resource consumption. When the execution of Adam ends, the user decides to try again with other optimizers with a learning rate of 0.001, using StepDecay as a learning rate adaptation function, this case is shown in Fig. 6b. StepDecay is a function that drops the learning rate value by a factor every n epochs, in this case, the factor is defined as 0.5 and n = 10. The execution of AlexNet with a smaller learning rate and different optimizers are shown in Fig. 6b.
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Table I: Q1: What is the loss value of epoch 30 of each optimizer in Alexnet with learning rate 0.001?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimizer</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Validation loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adadelta</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adagrad</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamax</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAdam</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSprop</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGD</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Q2: List the layers of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Attribute type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>activation_1</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_2</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_3</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_4</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_5</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_6</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dropout_1</td>
<td>dropout</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_7</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dropout_2</td>
<td>dropout</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_8</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>relu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dropout_3</td>
<td>dropout</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_9</td>
<td>activation</td>
<td>softmax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Q3: What are the average time and average loss for the NN’s training with each optimizer?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average time</th>
<th>Average Loss</th>
<th>Optimizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23.46</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>Adadelta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.48</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>Adagrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.27</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.11</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>Adamax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.55</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>NAdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.83</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>RMSprop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.41</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>SGD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the charts shown in the dashboard, the user might have a clear perspective of each run. Even though a visual tool is useful when there is a need to analyze a significant number of values, query analysis can be more effective to investigate specific values. Using the Provenance Viewer, the user can submit queries such as Q1: “What is the loss value of epoch 30 of each optimizer in Alexnet with learning rate 0.001?”; Q2: “List the layers of the model.”; Q3: “What are the average time and loss for training each epoch?” The result of these queries is presented in Tables I, II, III and can be retrieved through the Provenance Viewer.

Q1 (Table I) is a query that helps decision-making, such as changing a learning rate or dropout values. Q2 (Table II) shows the activation and dropout layers of AlexNet. This is important because, in some trials, the user may change the dropout value or the activation. To be able to present these differences between trials, Keras-Prov++ captures and stores the name that identifies the layer (e.g., activation_1, dropout_1), the type of the layer (activation or dropout), and the value of this layer (e.g., the value for activation is relu, the value for dropout is 0.4). Q3 (Table III) can be used to detect execution anomalies, such as a NN training that takes longer than expected with a specific optimizer.

4.3 Case Study: DenseED

Our second case study uses the neural network DenseED and its datasets, as proposed by [Freitas et al. 2021]. DenseED uses a Physics-guided CNN as a surrogate model to enable the quantification of uncertainties [Zhu and Zabaras 2018]. The network architecture is a dense CNN as shown in Fig. 7. DenseED aims to replace the calculation of the Reverse Time Migration (RTM) equations with a trained model. In this way, the RTM calculation that would have to be performed for each probability distribution can be reduced. DenseED’s architecture adopts a fully convolutional Bayesian encoder-decoder network. The number of dense layers in DenseED is variable and its evaluation metric is the Mean Squared Error (MSE). This case study requires more data to be analyzed than the Keras-Prov++ default hyperparameter values. Therefore, it required additional modeling and instrumentation to track the model’s architecture. The provenance graph representation of the dense blocks and their transformations can be seen in Fig. 8.
As reported in [Freitas et al. 2021], the user conducted several hyperparameter fine tunings. Without provenance, it is time consuming to gather the different training executions to compare and register adjustments. In this case study we reexecuted some of these trainings with the provenance support from Keras-Prov++ to show its analytical support. The input dataset of DenseED contains 100,000 velocity fields. From the input dataset 12000 samples were randomly selected for the training and 1000 for the testing set. In the validation of this NN, 50% of the training set was used. This neural network generates a surrogate model for RTM, thus, the expected output is a seismic image. The loss in this model is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and it is monitored during the training and the testing phases, where the Coefficient of Determination ($R^2$) is the main metric in the test phase. The training explores alternatives for the Growth Rate ($k = (16, 24, 32)$) and the number of layers in the dense block ($l = (4, 6, 8, 9)$). All these data are stored in the provenance database.

In Figures 9a, 10a and 10b, we show the DenseED training results with different $k$ and $l$ values. In the cases explored, after finishing the training of combinations where $k = 16$, the user observes in Fig. 9a that at epoch 140 and beyond, there is a tendency that MSE values stay within a range of 0 and 0.001, zooming the chart (Fig. 9b) and querying the database, this tendency is confirmed. Assuming the same behavior for the combinations of $k = 24$, he decides to decrease the number of epochs from 200 to 170 epochs. As expected, in Fig. 10a, the MSE from epoch 140 stabilizes within...
values 0 and 0.001, and then the user trains the $k = 32$ combinations with 150 epochs. These changes in the number of epochs to be trained decrease the resource consumption and the execution time of combinations of $k = 24$ and $k = 32$, with no significant change in MSE. Looking at these results through queries is also possible, but the amount of information presented in a table would take longer to generate insight and decision.

The user can submit analytical queries to fine-tune DenseED parameters like Q4: “What are the initial learning rate, optimizer and the number of layers when the training for DenseED achieved the highest $R^2$?”, Q5: “Retrieve the combinations of $k$ and $l$ that achieved the top three MSE values and their $R^2$.”, Q6: “What are the top five training MSE values and their elapsed time for each epoch when $k = 32$ and $l = 9$?”, Q7: “What are the combinations of $k$ and $l$ that consume less time during the training?”. Tables IV, V, VI, and VII show query results. Q4 (Table IV) shows the characteristics of the model that had the best value for $R^2$ and Q5 (Table V) might suggest that greater values of $l$ lead to smaller MSE values. The results of Q6 (Table VI) might be a case where, if more values were required, a graphical representation would be more helpful. Q7 (Table VII) shows that the training time increases with the number of layers ($l$), this is important for the user to evaluate the tradeoff between time cost and the value of $R^2$. For DenseED, the user considers that $R^2 \geq 0.95$ as a satisfactory $R^2$. The combination $k = 16$ and $l = 4$ was chosen since it already reached the user’s criteria and costs less time. Queries that filter and order results to show highest and lowest values, such as Q4-Q7, assist in evaluating extreme values and outliers as the training evolves. Without this data, keeping track of this progress associated with execution data and the hyperparameter set would be costly and error-prone.
Table IV: Q4: What are the initial learning rate, optimizer, and the number of layers when the training for the combination of $k$ and $l$ that achieved the highest $R^2$?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Learning Rate</th>
<th>Optimizer Name</th>
<th>Number of Layers</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Q5: Retrieve the combinations of $k$ and $l$ that achieved the top three MSE values and their $R^2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$l$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00093</td>
<td>0.9979</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00103</td>
<td>0.9976</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00111</td>
<td>0.9975</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI: Q6: What are the top five training MSE values and their elapsed time for each epoch when $k = 32$ and $l = 9$?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Elapsed time</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>0.000589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>41.93</td>
<td>0.000609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>41.71</td>
<td>0.000612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>41.74</td>
<td>0.000617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>0.000619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII: Q7: What are the combinations of $k$ and $l$ that consume less time during the training?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average elapsed time</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$l$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Threats to Validity

The case study of Alexnet aims at using a well-known neural network to show how outcomes may change varying one hyperparameter, the amount of data generated by each attempt, and how an online analysis (through charts and queries) may benefit the life cycle. DenseED case study is a real case and the variations explored were used in the process of designing this model.

We are yet to explore the heterogeneity of the execution environment, Alexnet and DenseED case studies were executed at Lobo Carneiro Supercomputer only. Studies to analyze the time and storage overhead of the functionalities associated with Keras-Prov++ Dashboard are yet to be performed. The current version of Keras-Prov++ is limited to Tensorflow 2.2. Also, information is limited by what can be provided by Keras, such as how to identify the NN architecture.

5. RELATED WORK

To decide whether the DL training should continue or try different configurations, the user needs to analyze online the hyperparameters most adequate to the training dataset, observing metrics such as accuracy and loss values. Three approaches provide provenance data to support DL hyperparameter analysis. The first is having provenance data as part of the DL system, like Keras logs, which is difficult to analyze. The second is to add a provenance system [McPhillips et al. 2015; Pimentel et al. 2016; Pimentel et al. 2017; Silva et al. 2020; Silva et al. 2018] to the DL application. However, these generic provenance approaches require that the user defines data representations and functions to explicit and analyze the relationships between hyperparameters and provenance data, for each DL application. The work of Souza et al. [Souza et al. 2021] supports the whole ML life cycle, including provenance support from several steps before the training. Souza et al. [Souza et al. 2021] present a rich provenance data representation, W3C PROV compliant, already associated with ML data, but the approach needs the user participation to instrument the DL application with the corresponding provenance capture library calls.
The third approach encompasses provenance-based hyperparameter analysis solutions that are coupled to DL systems. However, related work in this approach, like [Miao et al. 2015; Schelter et al. 2017; Tsay et al. 2018], adopt a specific provenance data representation, disregarding open standards and recommendations. Some of these tools require running the DL application under a portal or framework, limiting the choice of DL environment by the user. The approach of Keras-Prov is to provide a provenance library to be plugged into DL libraries to access hyperparameters and support online analysis. In addition, Keras-Prov is W3C PROV compliant. Next, we discuss the closest approaches to Keras-Prov and present a comparative table between them.

The HParams panel of TensorFlow\(^9\) provides several tools to assist in defining the hyperparameters. The HParams panel allows for the user to list all executions and associate hyperparameters values and their metrics and generate charts (e.g., parallel coordinates that show each execution as a line passing through an axis for each hyperparameter and metric) to evaluate the results. Although HParams panel represents a step forward, it does not allow for online analysis neither can import data from other approaches to perform comparisons (which is possible by using open standards such as PROV).

Neptune\(^{10}\) is a lightweight analysis tool for DL experiments. It is similar to the HParams tool. It logs hyperparameters and metrics values from multiple executions and generates charts to compare results. One advantage of Neptune is that it can be integrated with notebooks, which eases the analysis process. It does not allow for online analysis (the data is also provided at the end of the training process, for example) neither can import data from other approaches to perform comparisons.

[Chatzimparmpas et al. 2020] propose VisEvol, a visual analytics tool that aims at supporting interactive analysis of hyperparameters in DL experiments. One of the advantages of VisEvol is that it allows for interventions during the training. Through exploration of the parameter value space, the user can create new models within the tool. VisEvol allows for online analysis, but only if the model is generated within it. If the users choose to use an external DL framework, it is not possible to capture the metadata for analysis. ModelHub [Miao et al. 2017] is a life cycle management system for DL which aims at storing models in different versions. ModelHub has a proprietary model for representing the training metadata of the neural network, which makes interoperability difficult. Runway [Tsay et al. 2018] aims at managing DL artifacts, such as models, data, and experiments. Runway allows for the user to track the model and data used during the training process. However, in addition to being a proprietary solution, it is restricted to the Python programming language. [Schelter et al. 2017] propose an automated tool to extract the metadata from the DL model and present it with interactive visualization to assist the comparison of experiments. However, the approach proposed by [Schelter et al. 2017] does not use standards, such as W3C PROV, affecting interoperability.

Table VIII presents a comparison between provenance-based hyperparameter analysis solutions and Keras-Prov. The column Hyperparameter selection refers to whether the tool assists in defining which hyperparameters are to be analyzed. The column Analysis interface refers to how the user queries and monitors DL data, through a graphical interface or a specific language. The column Data storage is related to how the captured data is being stored and represented, which in the case of a DBMS, can ease online querying. The column Provenance refers to whether the tool captures prospective provenance (p-prov) in addition to retrospective provenance (r-prov), and if it follows any known recommendation for provenance data representation. The column Online analysis refers to the possibility of online DL data analysis during the training execution.

Despite the importance and approaches for provenance support in DL applications, to the best of our knowledge, no solution provides online W3C PROV provenance data analysis using an independent provenance capture component with the DL system. The provenance capture component of Keras-Prov can be compiled to other DL systems, rather than having to execute under a specific platform.

\(^9\)https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard/hyperparameter_tuning_with_hparams

\(^{10}\)https://neptune.ai/
Table VIII: Comparison of provenance support in DL training data analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter selection</th>
<th>Analysis interface</th>
<th>Data storage</th>
<th>Provenance</th>
<th>Online analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hparams</td>
<td>Predefined</td>
<td>Graphical</td>
<td>Directory files</td>
<td>r-prov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>Predefined</td>
<td>Graphical</td>
<td>Metadata database</td>
<td>r-prov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisEvol</td>
<td>Predefined</td>
<td>Graphical</td>
<td>Logs</td>
<td>r-prov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModelHub</td>
<td>Predefined</td>
<td>Graphical, DLV</td>
<td>Directory files</td>
<td>r-prov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runway</td>
<td>Predefined</td>
<td>Graphical</td>
<td>Cloudant DB (Document Store)</td>
<td>r-prov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Schelter et al. 2017]</td>
<td>Customizable</td>
<td>Graphical</td>
<td>Document database</td>
<td>p-prov, r-prov (W3C PROV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KerasProv++</td>
<td>Customizable</td>
<td>Graphical, SQL</td>
<td>MonetDB (RDBMS)</td>
<td>p-prov, r-prov (W3C PROV)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keras-Prov, through Keras-Prov++, presents visual graphic support to monitoring training data in addition to a query interface that generates SQL automatically for online analysis based on a W3C PROV compliant database.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Keras-Prov and its extension, Keras-Prov++, to improve online hyper-parameter fine-tuning based on provenance analysis. Keras-Prov aims at reducing the effort to adapt and instrument the DL application code to capture provenance data during the training of CNNs. Keras-Prov++ builds on Keras-Prov using powerful online analytical features. By automatically capturing provenance data, it is possible to analyze the chosen hyperparameter values related to the training stages and adjust them to achieve results with more quality. Case studies have been conducted with the AlexNet CNN and the real CNN application DenseED surrogate model. We showed experiments where the analysis of hyperparameters during the training of CNNs has led to fine-tunings that improved the overall training. Our experiments showed how using the Keras-Prov++ approach for online provenance query analysis and monitoring can support decision-making.

As future work, we intend to use GPUs in the evaluations of Keras-Prov. We also plan to extend the solution to better assist the training of Physics Guided Neural Networks, where loss function specification and analysis are much different from typical CNNs. Also, we look forward to making this solution portable (even for HPC environments) using a hierarchy of containers to improve provenance management deployment.
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